Adolf-Reichwein-Haus • Geschwister-Scholl-Straße 11 • 35039 Marburg

"Adolf-Reichwein-Haus" is part of the Student Village. It was built in 1962 and converted in 1987, 2000 and 2001.

An Olympic Village is a temporary home for participants in the Olympic Games. The Student Village is situated at the foot of the mountain Kornberg, between the quarters Ortenberg and Waldtal. It offers students more than just accommodation: there are seven student residences in which students can study, live, have fun and communicate in many languages. Both new and more advanced students feel comfortable there. Students from all over Germany meet fellow students from different continents.

In May 2014, a new meeting centre, the Max Kade Centre, was opened in the Student Village. This new building provides a new space for an exchange between young people from different nations. Moreover, a four-storey residential building with 49 accommodations was built next to the actual meeting centre in which students can meet, have parties and make music. The Max Kade Foundation, which promotes international communication particularly between young people, supports the realisation of this project.

Between 1998 and 2004 three houses in the Students Village were modernised and renovated. Two-room modern apartments replaced three single rooms, each with their own little kitchen, and bathroom. At the same time, the opportunity to install Internet, sat, and telephone lines was used. The single rooms in Adolf-Reichwein-House have these facilities as well.

Some apartments are furnished, others merely has a little kitchen, a refrigerator, basin, hotplates, kitchen cupboards and bedroom cupboards. Some students may leave a chair, a bed or some other pieces of furniture when they move out, which makes the composition in each apartment quite different. You are allowed to bring along your own furniture, provided you rent an unfurnished apartment. All single rooms are furnished.

Operator
Studentenwerk Marburg

Places
200 Places

Rent deposit
150-250 EUR

Duration of housing
Maximum duration of rental period: eight semesters.

Internet access
Yes

TV connection
Yes

Shared facilities
Communal facilities are provided

Shopping and infrastructure (supermarket, post office, bank, etc.)
Cafeteria Stadtmitte: three kilometres
Cafeteria Lahnberge: three kilometres

Special deals for international students
In order to ease the start into studies, Studentenwerk Marburg together with the Referat für ausländische Studierende und Auslandstudium (Office for international students and studies abroad) of the university offers a Service Package for International Students. [Link to Service Package for International Students](https://studentenwerk-marburg.de/en/living/our-service/service-package-for-international-students/). Updated 2020-05-03
This package includes a single room in a hall of residence and further services.

**Special deals for students with children / families**

The Studentenwerk Marburg offers the infrastructure necessary to support the compatibility of family life, studies and work. There are 70 places available in two all-day child care facilities, the „Universitätskindertagesstätte“ and the „Kita Erlenring“. You can find further information and the application form here: [Information for parents](https://studentenwerk-marburg.de/en/advice-and-assistance/studying-with-children/)

**Additional information**

There is a relatively long waiting list at the moment, so that first applicants are not often able to move straight into an apartment. Early application is strongly recommended.

---

Last update: 09-2019

**Room in 2-person group accommodation**

**Description**

- 11-25 square metres
- Furnished
- Telephone connection

**Price**

186 up to 285 EUR / month

**Places**

32

---

**Room in 3-person group accommodation**

**Description**

- 11-25 square metres
- Furnished
- Telephone connection

**Price**

186 up to 285 EUR / month

**Places**

6

---

**Room in 4-person group accommodation**

**Description**

- 11-25 square metres
- Furnished
- Telephone connection

**Price**

186 up to 285 EUR / month

**Places**

20

---

**Room in 5-person group accommodation**

**Description**

- 11-25 square metres
- Furnished
Single apartment

Description
11–25 square metres
Variety of furnishing
Own shower bath
Kitchenette
Telephone connection

Price
186 up to 285 EUR / month

Places
25

Standard application procedure

Application requirements
Only students of the Philipps Universität Marburg are eligible to live in a student residence. You have to prove your status as a student on moving in.

Application deadline
You can apply any time. You must, however, be able to prove your status as an enrolled student at the Philipps Universität Marburg on moving in. Exception: those applying for a "Service package for foreign students" must adhere to special deadlines. The application for this package must be handed in by 30st June for the winter semester and by 31st December for the summer semester.

Application
Please apply by filling in and submitting ("speichern") the online application form [https://studentenwerk-marburg.de/en/living/online-application/online-application-residences/].

Printing out the form and sending it by post only makes sense if you want to include a copy of your disabled person pass or medical certificate. But even in this case, you can apply online and send the attachments by fax, as scans or by post.

After the successful transmission of your application form, you will be put on the waiting list and will receive, depending on the availability of rooms and your position on the waiting list, an offer via email about 2–3 weeks before your desired start of the contract. As far as you agree to the contractual conditions and the offered room, you have to transmit the signed rental agreement and other requirements (e.g. copy of passport, student card) as a scan via email to the Studentenwerk.

It is important that you send the rental agreement in duplicate by post or hand it in personally at the administration of student housing in room 319 at the Studentenwerk Marburg, Erlenring 5. When all documents have been received on time, the rental agreement will be finalized with the signature of the Studentenwerk.

Erasmus students

Within the application for Erasmus students you’ll find a registration form for reserving a student room in one of Studentenwerk Marburg’s student halls. For further information on the application procedure click here [https://www.uni-marburg.de/en/studying/studying-at-umr/exchange/erasmus].
The International Office can guarantee a single room in a hall of residence for the duration of your stay.

ADDRESS AND CONTACT

Adolf-Reichwein-Haus
Geschwister-Scholl-Straße 11
35039 Marburg
Tel. +49 642 12 96 14 4
Fax +49 642 12 96 25 2

Operator:
Studentenwerk Marburg
Contact via email [mailto:wohnen@studentenwerk-marburg.de]
Visit website [https://studentenwerk-marburg.de/wohnen/unsere-wohnheime/studentendorf/haeuser-mit-einzelapartments-und-wgs/]

Nearest stop/station (public transportation):
Student Village (Studentendorf)

Copy this link: daad.de/go/en/wf216

Disclaimer We have taken great care in collecting and evaluating the information provided in the "Student Residence Finder". However, the DAAD and Content5 assume no responsibility for possible inaccuracies. For binding information and application details, please contact the responsible Studentenwerk.